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BY J IM MOORE 
Working Smarter

Initial Edit Macros

I am quite fussy about my edit profile
settings in ISPF. In fact, persnickety

might even be a better word. I want certain
settings to always be set a certain way:
Recovery, Highlighting and Nulls on, Pack,
Hex and Caps off, and so forth. How can an
ISPF edit user automate these profile set-
tings? An initial edit macro can do the job
quite nicely.

WHEN DOES THE INITIAL EDIT
MACRO EXECUTE?

What separates initial edit macros from
their more conventional siblings is when
they are executed. Initial edit macros are
given control and run as if they were a com-
mand, just before the first page of edit data
is displayed.

When an initial edit macro is executed,
ISPF edit has already copied all of the data
into memory, scanned the data for edit
profile discrepancies, and placed an exclu-
sive enqueue on the data being edited.
Now, the data is about to be displayed. It is
at this point that an initial edit macro is
given control.

This makes it the ideal place to insert
your own customization logic. In fact, it
might help to think of an initial edit macro
in the same way that you think of a more
traditional exit.

THE PROFSET MACRO

The initial edit macro described this
month is written in Language Environment
COBOL. I used COBOL for the following
reasons:

● ease of customization
● linked load module for better

performance

● re-entrant and 31-bit capable makes it
linklist eligible

The source code is available on File 583 of
the CBT Tape (www.cbttape.org) or from
the NaSPA Web site. To access file
WORK0902.ZIP, go to www.naspa.com
and click on “Technical Support” and
“Coding Examples from Articles.”

HOW TO INVOKE AN INITIAL
EDIT MACRO

There are three ways you can automati-
cally invoke an initial edit macro. This
section will discuss the pros and cons of
each of the following methods:

● assign a value in ISRCONFG
● assign a value to the ZUSERMAC in

each user’s profile pool
● assign a value to ZEDPIMAC in each

row of each user’s edit profile table

Global, Site-Wide Method
An ISPF installation can declare a site-

wide initial edit macro by coding the macro
name in ISRCONFG. Once assigned in
ISRCONFG, every single ISPF edit session
on that image will have the assigned initial
edit macro executed. This might be good
for some sites, but others might think it

adds too much overhead to the heavily used
edit process.

ZUSERMAC Method
Another way to automatically invoke an

initial edit macro is to VPUT the variable
ZUSERMAC into either the profile or
shared pool. I prefer to use this method
because it puts the choice in the hands of the
individual edit user. See Figure 1 for more
discussion of this method.

ZEDPIMAC Method
Assigning a value to ZEDPIMAC can be

tricky. You can normally accomplish this
from within an edit session by issuing the
IMACRO name command. What’s so tricky
about this?

● ISPF edit profiles are maintained as
rows in a table named xxxEDIT (where
xxx is the NEWAPPL). I will refer to
the IBM default table named ISREDIT
for the balance of this column.

● The ISREDIT table is an unsorted
table that is maintained by the editor in
descending order by most-recent-to-
oldest row. Typically, the maximum
number of rows is set to 25, but this
can be altered in ISRCONFG. Unless a
profile is specifically requested, every
time that any dataset is edited,

If you choose this method to invoke the initial edit macro, the profile pool is a better choice for storing ZUSERMAC
than the shared pool because the setting will be persistent across logons. Note also that this REXX would have to be
invoked in every application (NEWAPPL) where editing is done. The IBM application is ISR. 
To nullify ZUSERMAC, issue: “VERASE ZUSERMAC PROFILE”. Do not attempt to set its value to spaces and VPUT back

into the profile.

/* REXX */
ZUSERMAC = ‘!PROFSET’
ADDRESS ISPEXEC “VPUT ZUSERMAC PROFILE”
EXIT

FIGURE 1: A REXX EXEC TO VPUT ZUSERMAC INTO THE PROFILE POOL 
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the editor combines its low-level
qualifier (LLQ) with the logical record
length (LRECL) to form the “key” to
the edit profile table.

For more details, refer to the column “A
Tale of Three Profiles,” Technical Support,
January 1997, available at www.naspa.com/
PDF/97/T9701012.pdf.

If the profile row already exists in
ISREDIT, it is used. If it does not exist, a
new row is created using a combination of
default settings from ISRCONFG and the
actual values found in the data by the editor.
If the ISREDIT table already contains the
maximum number of rows when a new row
is added, the oldest row drops off the end,
much like a GDG entry.

ZEDPIMAC, which is an extension
variable, is present for every row. This
variable is used to store the name of the ini-
tial edit macro at the row (individual edit
profile) level. The problem with assigning
ZEDPIMAC a value is the dynamic
nature of editing and the manner in which
new profile rows are created and old ones
drop off.

This is why it is tricky to keep up with
setting the initial edit macro in each pro-
file row. The ISREDIT table is too volatile
and the IMACRO name method requires
an edit user to either switch profiles to
issue it or find data that matches the profile
and edit it.

THE EDIT PROFILE UTILITY

I have written a comprehensive ISPF dia-
log that displays and manages the rows in
an ISPF edit profile table. I will write about
this in the upcoming months. This dialog
has the following capabilities:

● display all edit profile rows in a
scrollable window

● most “crucial” settings displayed
on initial screen (Recovery,
Highlight, etc.)

● profile rows can be selected and
settings modified

● profile rows can be deleted
● settings can be “globally” propagated

into all profile rows

Using this utility in combination with an
initial edit macro should give most ISPF
edit users great insight into how edit pro-
files function.

FIGURE 2: THE PROFSET MACRO’S SHORT AND LONG MESSAGE
WHEN IT SPOTS A DYNAMICALLY ALTERED PROFILE 

Note that the dataset LLQ is “UTILITY”. PROFSET has changed the profile name to COBOL automatically.

*— — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — *

* The following group of edit macro calls establish Jim Moore’s *

* favorite edit profile settings. Note that they are always   *

* executed. Here’s what they do:                             *

*                                                         *

*  o The profile is set to UNLOCK.                           *

*  o Bounds are set to “1” and the LRECL.                 *

*  o RECOVERY ON set.                                      *

*  o NULLS ON STD set.                                  *

*  o All ISPF Edit messages are RESET.                     *

*  o If the DSN being edited is a PDS, STATS ON set.         *

*                                                          *

* Note also that the data is repositioned by FIND P’=’ FIRST, *

* a MEND (Macro End) is issued and Reg 15 (Return-Code) is     *

* primed with a “1”. This causes the cursor to be positioned in *

* the Command ===> line.                                      *

*                                                          *

*— — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — *

Call ISPLINK Using ISREdit Null-Len Set-Profile-Unlock.      

Call ISPLINK Using ISREdit Null-Len Bounds-Default.          

Call ISPLINK Using ISREdit Null-Len Find-1st-Char.           

Call ISPLINK Using ISREdit Null-Len Set-Recovery-On.         

Call ISPLINK Using ISREdit Null-Len Set-Nulls-On.            

Call ISPLINK Using ISREdit Null-Len Reset-All.               

If DSNMEMBR Not = Spaces                                     

Call ISPLINK Using ISREdit Null-Len Set-Stats-On.         

Call ISPLINK Using ISREdit Null-Len Macro-End.               

Move 1 To Return-Code.                                       

Goback.

FIGURE 3: THE CLOSING LOGIC OF THE PROFSET MACRO,
WHICH FORCES MY FAVORITE PROFILE SETTINGS
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PROFSET EXPLAINED

Since the PROFSET macro is written in
COBOL, it needs to establish a few func-
tion pool variables. This is not at all
uncommon when writing ISPF edit
macros in any language. ISPF services can
be easily intermingled right along with
edit macro services.

VDEFINE calls establish a small number
of function pool variables that the macro
code needs to query. Subsequent edit macro
services will actually place values into the
VDEFINE’d fields. Specifically, the explic-
itly VDEFINE’d function pool consists of
the following five variables:

● the LRECL of the dataset being edited
● the member name being edited
● the dataset name being edited
● a short error message
● a long error message

You use the COBOL “LENGTH OF” func-
tion to provide the field’s length to the
ISPLINK service call. I highly recommend
using such a technique whenever a length
must be provided in COBOL.

After the VDEFINE statements, several
edit macro calls are issued. These calls pop-
ulate the VDEFINE’d variables.

Next, a routine is invoked that strips off
the LLQ of the dataset being edited. This is

done so that later a compare can be done
against it to determine if a profile change
has been done.

If the dataset does not have an LRECL of
80, the profile name is forced to a concate-
nation of the word “DATA” followed by a
normalized, EBCDIC version of the
LRECL. For example, the profile name of a
dataset with an LRECL of 255 would be set
to DATA0255. If a dataset with an LRECL
greater than 9,999 is being edited, only the
low-order four positions of the LRECL are
merged in.

If the dataset has an LRECL of 80, a
routine is performed that uses the SEEK
edit macro service to examine the data.
As soon as a data profile is recognized,
all scanning stops and the dynamically
determined profile (DYNDPROF) is
internally set.

Finally, the original LLQ is compared
against the DYNDPROF variable. If they
are different, an ISPF message is set advis-
ing the edit user that a change to the profile
was made. See Figure 2. Also, part of the
closing logic sets my favorite edit profile
settings and returns the cursor to the com-
mand line. See Figure 3.

CONCLUSION

Since PROFSET is a compiled load
module, it must be available in the

TSO/ISPF search path for load modules.
This is accomplished by linking PROFSET
into either:

● an ISPLLIB load library
● a STEPLIB load library
● a LINKLIST load library

Also, edit macros that are compiled need to be
prefixed with an exclamation point (!) when
they are invoked. Figure 1 shows an example
of how the ZUSERMAC field is initialized.

I encourage you to download the code
and customize it to your preferred settings.
When I edit data in ISPF, I always have the
correct profile that matches the data,
RECOVERY is always on, I never see the
annoying messages that the editor displays,
and all is right with the world. This is the
power of an initial edit macro.  
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